
Necessity of enhancing tourism services

  Which information would attract you to go to  the
restaurant?

Most people traveling to Nara visit for deer and big buddha and
so on, few people enjoy visiting restaurants, but there are
many very attractive restaurants around Naramachi.

Nara tourism development plan：a new approach

Nara 　　　 Kyoto

１．Attract people by displaying photos
on the front page.
→People are shifting from getting
information from guidebooks to 
　gathering information on the internet.
People tend to search for information
with pictures.

Meio University,(professor Uehara) 

３．Provide information directly, and enhance the tourist’s
satisfaction.
→allow tourists to enjoy Nara more comfortably,
 extend their stays, and potentially increase the amount of money
they spend, leading to hopes that they will make a second visit.

・There were many more tourists than we thought even on a rainy day in Nara.
Necessary for preventing overtourism.

・We could find many restaurants easily in Kyoto, so we enjoyed eating foods there
and it increased our satisfaction. 

・In Malaysia, we were talked to by people working there cheerfuly. Importance of
communication.

→We can expect to raise the tourist’s satisfaction by the accumulation of
the services.

We will continue our study to realize the installation of this digital information so that it can
provide Nara’s attractive things to people directly to make their traveling more enjoyable.

２.Display photos will have
Primary Effect psychologically.

 We can expect it to enhance people's
tourism motivation.

*These photos are made by utilizing Generative AI

　*This map is made by utilizing Generative AI

The small number of tourists who stayed in Nara is very noticeable when
compared to other prefectures in the Kansai area.

Data from 2019

Comparing the proportion of the number of
tourists and amount spent in Nara and
Kyoto.

Nara  1: 4087
Kyoto 1:14816.80

The amount tourists spent in Nara
compared to Kyoto is extremely low.

 The strong “Ancient Capital” image that the neighboring prefecture
of Kyoto has, might have an effect on a tourist’s choice of

accommodation.

→Because the amount that tourists spent would increase by the
number of stays, Nara could be missing out on such opportunity.「�都�ホームページ/令和元年�������び��につい

て」,https://www.pref.kyoto.jp/kanko/research/1report.html,()閲�⽇2023.11.25).
「奈良�ホームページ/奈良����動��査�告

書」,https://www.pref.nara.jp/secure/15577/koukai%20reiwa3nenn%20doutai.pdf,閲�⽇２０２３年１１⽉
２５⽇

「����局���/�⻄の����について〜2023年7⽉
�〜」,https://wwwtb.mlit.go.jp/kinki/content/000307020.pdf,閲�⽇2023年１１⽉２５⽇
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